SYMPOSIUM ON
CROSS-CURRENTS
NAVIGATING TRANSLATION
FRIDAY-SUNDAY, MARCH 2-4, 2018
STUDENT RESOURCE BUILDING, UC SANTA BARBARA

Please join the American Indian & Indigenous Collective (AIIC) and keynote speakers Dr. Cutcha Risling-Baldy and Dr. Donald Fixico for three days of panels, presentations and discussions exploring the cross-current of translation writ large for Native and Indigenous peoples.

Dr. Cutcha Risling Baldy, Assistant Professor of Native American Studies at Humboldt State University. Her research is focused on Indigenous feminisms, California Indians and decolonization. She has published in the Ecological Processes journal, the Wicazo Sa Review, and the Decolonization: Indigeneity, Education and Society journal. She has also published creative writing in the As/Us journal and News from Native California.


The symposium is free of charge, however participants are asked to register in advance. Many parts of the symposium will be streamed live. Participants may join online any time at https://ucsb.zoom.us/my/heykeri. Join us socially: #UCSBxCURRENTS. For more information, email ucsbaiic@gmail.com.